Dandelion Health Direct Primary Care is pleased to welcome

Joe Fields-Johnson, DO

Dr. Joe Fields-Johnson, DO, celebrated the Grand Opening of his Direct Primary Care practice at 1312 Hull St, Richmond, VA, in July 2022. He is happy to receive any referrals for patients needing primary care, with or without insurance. He is bilingual in Spanish and English. Dandelion Health bills a monthly membership fee and does not charge insurance for time with Dr. Joe. The membership includes all primary care services, access to at-cost on-site lab draws, and access to an at-cost on-site pharmacy for patients. If available, then people can use their insurance for labs, imaging, medications, and referrals. This clinic is excellent for uninsured people, people with a high deductible, or insured people (Medicaid, Medicare, Private Insurance).

Dr. Fields-Johnson is board-certified in Family Medicine and cares for newborns through elders. He grew up in Henrico, graduated Cum Laude from the School of Engineering at the University of Virginia, and graduated Sigma Sigma Phi from medical school at the Edward Via College of Osteopathic Medicine in Blacksburg. He completed Family Medicine residency at Brown University. Prior to his return to Virginia, he worked at a Spanish-language health center, La Clínica de La Raza, in Oakland, CA. He is currently serving on the board of the Virginia Academy of Family Physicians.

Please join us in welcoming Dr. Joe Fields-Johnson to the Richmond Academy of Medicine.
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Content for this announcement was provided by Joe Fields-Johnson, DO at Dandelion Health Direct Primary Care. Please direct any content-related questions to Joe Fields-Johnson, DO at joe@dandelionhealth.com.
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